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SECTON A GRAMMAR (10MARKS)
Exercise 1: Put the verbs in the brackets in the correct forms. 5
marks
1- When I went to the store, Mary................................................................
clothes. (to buy)
2- I
would
have
bought
that
bag
if
seller........................................................... the price. (to reduce)

the

3- Please let Jane.............................................. with us. (to come)
4- If she.......................... honest, I would lend her money. (to be)

5- We........................... never................................. a supermarket. (to visit)
2.Choose the correct word in the brackets below each sentence
and write it in the
space provided to complete each sentence. (2. 5 marks)
a) He asked me why I ………………..attended the meeting two days ago.
(hadn’t, haven’t, won’t)
b) I hate……………….. the teacher when she is teaching. (interrupt,
interrupting, interruption)
c) You ………..…..take your umbrella. It won’t ram. (needn’t, shouldn’t,
mustn’t)
d If John …………………….. carefully, he would not have had an
accident.(had driven, had drove, had drunk)
e) He is quite shy, he is not used to………….…….. in public. (dancing dance.
have dance)
3. Make complete sentences by matching the correct phrases in
column B with their
appropriate beginnings in Column A. Write in the spaces provided.
(2.5 marks)
Column A
1. He was so badly injured
at …………………
…………………………………………………
2. He was such a powerful man
that………
…………………………………………………
3. She was too frail and weak
to …………….
…………………………………………………

Column B
i) Carry her own baby.
ii) he had to be taken to a special
ward
iii) but escaped without any injuries

4. Whenever lie ate some rice, he was
sick……………………………………………
5. He skidded off the
road ……………………
…………………………………………………

iv) he could lift very heavy loads
y) so lie knew he was allergic to it

SECTION BVOCABULARY( 10 MARKS)
1. Write the synonyms of the words underlined in the following
sentences. Write in
the spaces provided. (2.5 marks)
a) It’s advisable to use natural manure to make your soil yield more
foodstuffs…….........
b) Recent statistics have shown that the rate of fertility of the population
in the third world is
not falling ……............................................................
c) There was a lot of conflict among the various ethnic groups in
Rwanda …….........
Write the opposites of the words underlined in the following
sentences in the places
provided.
a) He is the youngest child in the family ……………………………………………
b) The car was going very slowly down the
hill ……………………………………………
2.Complete the following passage using words from the list.
“symptoms, status, positive, test, transmit, virus, abstinence,
infected, intercourse, disease” (5 marks)
AIDS
is
a
(1)....................................
caused
by
a
(2)........................................
called
HIV.
When
someone
is
(3)...............................................,
we
say
that
he
is
HIV
(4).................................................
An
HIV
sufferer
can
(5).............................................. the disease to other people through
sexual (6)......................................... The (7)............................................ of
AIDS include diarrhea, weight loss, general tiredness and other diseases
like tuberculosis and constant malaria. The only way to know your HIV
(8)........................................
is
to
get
to
a
(9).....................................................
We
all
know
that
(10).................................................. is the best preventive method.
3. Match the words in column A to those in column B so that they
make sense. (2.5 marks)
Column A
Column B
Answers
1. democratic
a) booth

2. party
3 secret
4. voting
5. indelible

b) ink
c) manifesto
d) system
e) ballot

SECTION C: READING COMPREHENSION (10 MARKS)
Read the following passage and answer all the questions using as
much as possible your own words.
Social and economic problems linked to alcohol abuse
Drinking too much alcohol is a habit with serious consequences. It affects
your health, your family life, your behaviour and your pocket.
Health
First of all, drinking too much alcohol is bad for your health. It makes you
sick. After a heavy night of drinking, you will not feel well. You are also
more likely to have an accident while walking or driving home. Heavy
drinking over a period of time will also affect your liver and other parts of
your body.
Family life
Excessive drinking can have a very negative effect on families. Mothers who
drink during pregnancy endanger their unborn babies. Family members
suffer from anxiety, stress and even fear when either parent drinks a lot.
There are often violent disputes in families as a result of this. Drinking
outside the home also leads parents to spend less time with their children.
Finances
There are many economic consequences for both poor and rich families
when one or both parents spend too much money on alcohol. People who
drink too much may spend more time at home because they are sick. They
may be too tired to work hard and that may result in them losing their jobs
or earning lower wages. Some people may find that their expenditure
becomes more than their earnings and they may start falling into debt.
There may not be enough money to buy food and medicines for the family.
Behaviour
Domestic violence is often the result of excessive drinking. People who
drink too much often abuse their partners and their children. At times, both
the abuser and the victim have been drinking.
QUESTIONS: Answer all the questions
1)
A)

Which is not the result of heavy drinking? 1mark

Good health, B) poor health, C) domestic violence, D) job loss

2)
The word excessive means__________ 1mark. A) too little, less than
normal, B) very good, C) as much as can be expected, D) too much, more
than normal or necessary.

The expression it may affect your pocket means ___________ 2mark
3)
____________________________________________________________________________
How does heavy drinking affect family life? Name TWO consequences.
4)
2marks
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
5)

Why should pregnant women not drink alcohol? 2 mark.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
6)

List two economic consequences of spending too much money on

alcohol. 2marks.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
SECTON D: COMPOSITION WRITING (10 MARKS)
In not less than 200 words, write a composition on the following
topic.
1) You are an aspiring youth and you have discovered that many students
have indulged in excessive consumption of alcohol. Write an article on
this to be published in your school magazine. Give your article a
captivating title. Use the name Nang Martial. .
2.You are aspiring to be Mr or Miss Bilingualism in your school. On the occasion of
the National Bilingualism Day, write a speech in which you sensitize your mates
on the dangers of violence the school milieu. Suggest some possible solutions to
eradicate this social ill.

3. Technology has slowed down students’ performance in school. Do you
agree or disagree on this statement?

